The Chief Commercial Managers,
All Indian Railways.

Sub: Movement of RMC – Rates and Rules in regard to.

References have been received seeking certain clarifications in regard to the movement of Railway Material Consignments. After consideration it has been decided by the Board to issue clarifications as follows:

(i) **Train Load Rate and Terminal Charge:** All the relevant rules and regulations, other than those which have been notified in the RC No.23 of 2009, will apply to the movement of RMC traffic in General Service Wagons. As such, the RMC traffic moving in General Service wagons will be regulated by the existing train load conditions also.

Regarding levy of Terminal Charge it is clarified that it is not leviable on the RMC traffic moving in Departmental wagons. But, it is leviable on RMC traffic moving in General Service wagon.

(ii) **Movement of Ballast Specials- Charging of Engine/Wagon Hire Charges:** Para 7 of RC 23 of 2009 clearly stipulates that charging of all types of RMC (including Ballast) shall be done at notified Class rate of the commodity. Accordingly, Ballast Train will be charged as per revised instruction mentioned in RC 23 of 2009.

(iii) **Diversion of RMC traffic-collection of Diversion fee:** The relevant rule regarding levy of diversion fee will be applicable in case of diversion of RMC traffic in all type of wagons.

(iv) **Allocation of Freight collected:** Freight on railway material carried by General Service Wagons only is to be credited to earnings. Freight on railway material carried by Departmental Wagons is to be taken as reduction in expenditure.

2. This issues with the approval of Accounts Directorate and with the concurrence of Finance Directorate in the Ministry of Railways.

(This disposes off FA&CAO(T), SCR’s Do No.AGL/RMC/Policy/Corres dated 17.04.2009)

(N.K.Parsuramka)
Director, Traffic Commercial(R)
Railway Board

Copy to: EDFC in reference to DFC’s note No.2006/FC/Misc dated 04.05.09.
(2) Executive Director, CR15, Chandrayan, New Delhi-23.
(3) The CAO, FO13, Northern Railway, CR15, Chandrayan, New Delhi-23.